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ABSTRACT

Master Thesis presents the system consisting of software and components of Arduino
platform along with modules compatible with it, intended for use indoor. The device fulfils the
following requirements which are: to ensure privacy preservation, low energy consumption
and the wireless nature.
This thesis reports the development of a prototype that would ensure step detection,
posture detection, indoor localization, tumble detection and heart rate detection using the
microcontroller, AltIMU-10 v4 module, heart rate monitor, WiFi module and battery. Very
important part of the thesis is algorithm, which uses comparison function. Thanks to the
wireless nature of a prototype, the system collects data regardless of an environment and send
them directly to every device supported by Microsoft Windows platform, Linux platform or
OS X platform, which are monitored by the supervisor, who takes care of the solitary person.
The main contributions of the prototype are: indoor localization, identification and
classification of occurring situations and monitoring vital signs of the solitary person.
To ensure indoor localization the prototype must collect data from accelerometer. Of
course data from AltIMU-10 v4 module in basic form are useless for the supervisor, so the
algorithm, using by the prototype, is programmed to processing and filtering it.
Algorithm is also used to identification and classification occurring situations. Data
from accelerometer are processed by it and compared with the created pattern.
Monitoring vital signs of the solitary person are more complicated function, because it
requires not only data from accelerometer, but also from heart rate monitor. This sensor is
using to the analyzing condition of the patient when dangerous situation occurs.
Keywords: Accelerometer, Arduino, Healthcare, Heart rate monitoring, Indoor
localization, Tumble detection, Wireless sensor network.
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1

Introduction

Analyzing the global demographics, we can notice that the number of older people
increasing steadily. Elderly people are considered to have at least, 60 years. In 1950,
the proportion of elderly people in the world was 8%, and in 2013, this number increased to
12%. Moreover, it is expected that by 2050, the proportion of older people may stand at about
21% [1]. WHO global report [2] indicates that one third of older people tumble at least once a
year. Therefore, the lack of interest in the right time, can lead to tragedy. WHO statistics also
show that the tumble of 75 years old person resulted in death in 70% of cases [2].
Another issue are diseases. In nowadays number of people with dementia or Alzheimer’s
disease constantly growing. According to [72] 7,4% of people in range 85 to 89 years old has
dementia or Alzheimer’s disease. It is even worse if peoples have 90 years old or more. The
same indicator for them is equal 10,5%.
The number of pensioners is growing and consequently, there are less middle-aged people,
who work. This leads to the decrease when it comes to people who could work as a nurse
or caregiver for the elderly people. This should be the motivating factor while developing
devices that can provide such people with remote monitoring or electronic assistants [3, 4].
The systems that are launched nowadays, more and more often, are the medical telemetry
devices [5]. These devices are able to monitor various vital signs, like body temperature, heart
rate, blood pressure and respiratory rate. Most approachable of mentioned parameters
to measure are: the heart rate, and the body temperature. To confirm that the blood pressure
is one of the most important vital signs, it is advisable to consider the results of the research
paper presented by Michael R. Neuman [6]. According to this paper and other informations [7]
we can see a noticeable increase in the normal blood pressure for adults, not to mention
the elderly. This is dangerous, because rising of blood pressure can easily lead to heart attack,
heart’s and kidney’s failure. Therefore, to prevent such situation, it is needed to have healthcare
systems which will monitor the most important vital signs and having an ability to detect a
irregularitis.
An important factor, which also motivates development of the devices that can provide
the elderly with remote monitoring, is reduction of the cost of hospitalization. Moreover, such
device should reduce the number of medical appointments or develop the science about
healthcare systems [5].
The system, which is designed and developed in this master thesis will fulfill such
functions as: detection of postures, detection of steps, detection of tumble and indoor
localization. In addition, it also provides identification and classification of actual behavior as
abnormal and emergency.
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2

Survey of related works

Libraries database has information about devices which have the ability to monitor of vital
functions or locating and tracking functions, so we can find a number of different, valuable
and original ideas. Nevertheless, it advisable to classify them to distinguish between common
and specific elements for these systems, like e.g. localization algorithm or bio-sensors. This
action is intended to facilitate the decision when it comes to the direction we should take
to design better and more practical assistant.
As far as the important elements of patient monitoring system are concerned, we may
search for works related to some features of monitoring related to this system. The heart rate
is considered to be the most significant parameter of life [6]. It can be observed while using an
arm blood pressure sensor [11], finger heart rate sensor [12] or sports belt heart rate
sensor [13]. Furthermore, according to the other authors [14, 15, 16, 17], different methods
may turn out to be useful in monitoring heart rate. A. M. Chan’s et al. [17] approach to this
topic with using a two-pen sized wireless sensor patch. As a communication standard they
apply Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE, Bluetooth 4.0). The size of the device is its great
advantage, and the use of BLE reduces energy requirements and prolongs operating time.
Other experts working on person’s vital function monitoring equipped their devices
with sensors monitoring: temperature [14, 15, 18, 19], blood pressure [11, 19, 20], oxygen
saturation (SpO2) [18], or galvanic skin resistance [18]. Moreover, A. Sugathan et al. [18]
prepared a prototype which they called “smart shirt”. The main part of the system is
the LilyPad Arduino microcontroller, which characteristic feature is its small size. This device
connects non-invasive sensors that are spread over a shirt. SpO2 measurement is performed
by analyzing the amount of absorbed light, emitted by the particular LED system.
Another considered aspect are systems with tumble detection [13, 14, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23,
24, 25]. Most of those systems use the single [9] or double [4] accelerometers [14, 19, 20, 21,
22, 25]. H. Gjoreski et al [22] placed one sensor on the chest and the second on the leg. The
detection of the tumble, is only one of the functions, which can be provided by an
accelerometer. The accelerometers are also used for posture detection (sitting, lying, and
standing). The authors of the paper also investigate correlation between the monitored person's
heart rate and his/her posture. They conclude that heart rate of person who is lying is lower
than this of standing person.
In numbers of papers related to the tumble detection, accelerometers were connected to
the microcontroller. However, Y. He, Y. Li and S.-D. Bao [25] have used the smartphone with
the accelerometer and Android operating system. In order to provide the proper system
operation, the phone was attached to the waist. The algorithms filtered collected data from the
accelerometer, then analyze the information, whether there has been a tumble, or not, and what
is the actual position of the user. Moreover, the authors equipped their system with a reporting
mode which sends the message to the supervisor about the detection of a tumble by means of
Multimedia Messaging Service (MMS). The information includes the time and coordinates
with Global Positioning System (GPS), to show where tumble occurred.
Another approaches, preposed in [13, 23, 24] is detection of tumble through the advanced
analysis of the video image. S. Khawandi, A. Ballit and B. Daya [13] developed an algorithm
that is capable of learning and has an ability to classify and identify the tumble. Moreover, the
algorithm, parallel to tumble detection, is also able to identify the tumbling person, on the basis
of the image of his/her face and body. The program based on video analysis, can also calculate
information about center of mass, aspect ratio, and body speed. The authors proved that, using
7

their device even without physical contact with the monitored person, it may collect a lot of
useful data. Taking tumble analysis into consideration, they were able to calculate fall speed,
which helped them to estimate the effects of trauma.
Another important aspect of the prototype, is accessibility of the collected data, either for
a monitored person or for a doctor, who takes care of the patient. Many systems offer various
Graphical User Interface (GUI) [11, 12, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 26, 27, 28, 29]. Some GUIs are
implemented in LabView environment [11, 19, 26] others can be displayed with Web
Application [27, 28]. Both approaches offer the similar functionality, i.e. the ability to read and
analyze the collected data.
What is more, by means of GUI, the supervisor can be informed about the occurrence of
the threat, e.g. tumbling, or abnormal heart rate. However, the supervisor is required to be in
front of a computer in order to see information and has to use dedicated application. Therefore,
the solution, which authors of [14, 25] applied is more suitable. They consider notifications via
radio, utilizing Short Message Service (SMS) or MMS. The authors of the papers used a phone
with built-in Global System for Mobile Communications (GSM) module as part of the system.
Many monitoring system researchers e.g. [13, 23, 24] proposed a solution in the form of a
devices to wear, and/or wireless probes. Most of them, as a means of communication used
Bluetooth [12, 14, 17, 21, 22]. The authors, who chose BLE [17] were the most in that terms.
Another using protocols was ZigBee [19]. Authors characterize it as ease to use, low power
consumption and low costs. Taking the low power consumption into consideration, the authors
[21] equipped their device, which is similar in shape to a watch, with a special algorithm called
the "Power Management". The monitoring program is activated every
20 seconds and communication with the cumulative station is done every minute. It means, the
device uses a sleep mode, therefore it can operate on a single charge up to 40 days.
The issue which was briefly discussed is the choice or selection of the type of algorithms
that process the data, classify or compare the patterns. In the papers [24, 28], neural networks
were used in the devices, what is more, in paper [24] proposed method this should be useful
for classify whether the monitored person tumbled, or not.
Furthermore, in the same time, the system presented in paper [25] sends the information
about the tumble together with GPS coordinates in order to locate a person who had
an accident. The locating of the patients who experienced, for example, some pain or their vital
signs indicate that there is a problem, ought to be the last but not least function, which
monitoring system has. While the outdoor localization accuracy while using GPS module
is sufficient [25], the precise indoor localization is difficult to achieve. Vision of systems
described in [13, 23, 24] contains an indoor location functionality, but it is developed on the
basis of the information from the places with an access to the cameras.
The accelerometers are considered to be a good solution in terms of the problem of indoor
localization in a cheap way and with sufficient accuracy [30, 31, 32, 33]. Such systems are
called Pedestrian Dead Reckoning (PDR) and were primarily used to determine the position of
ships. The PRD algorithm besides use of an accelerometer data is supported with a gyroscope
and a magnetometer data. The accelerometer data are used for counting steps and estimating
their length. The magnetometer and the gyroscope are used to determine the direction in which
the movement was performed. It results in creating some supposedly map, based on these
calculations, showing the zone beginning from the starting point and following movements of
the user.
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Performed survey of related work, could be concluded as follow. In terms of remote
monitoring of vital signs, devices require improvement, as all possible combinations of the
individual elements have not been presented. The second crucial omission is insufficient use
of functionality of the components. Each system using the accelerometer is capable of detecting
the patient’s posture. This would increase the amount of data gathered for analysis relationship
with vital signs. A few systems provides convenience and privacy protection. In addition, it
could be said that notification about a threat is also extremely important issue. The next
chapters will present the ideas how to improve these functions.
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3

Problem statement and contribution

Related solutions are based on different approaches, but each of them shows that the
problem of healthcare is globally. Main problems of healthcare systems are indoor localization,
communication with supervisors, time of reaction in emergency situation and privacy
preservation. In addition, the healthcare system should allow the measurement of vital signs of
the monitored person, determine his or her posture and ensure comfortable of use.
Indoor localization is important for the care of people having problems with memory,
concentration and movement. People with psychological problems can without thought leave
the place where they should be located, thereby causing danger to their own lives. The same
applies to people with mobility problems. With such a person connects to another function of
the system, namely the detection of posture. If the monitored person should lie in bed, and he
or she will sit, the system will inform about it before the monitored person will getting out of
bed and come out of the room. Such information would be more valuable to the medical
personnel, because it will be delivered faster than in the case of locating system.
Equally important function is tumble detection. At the time of its occurrence, inform about
it the caregivers and quick response will help to reduce the consequences of this situation and
in extreme cases, will save lives.

3.1 Research problems and thesis hypothesis
Research question No. 1
How could be use data from the accelerometer and how could be use data from
magnetometer to create indoor localization system?
Hypothesis No. 1
Data from the accelerometer, which will be placement on the chest of the monitored
person, allows realized step detection function. The readings from the magnetometer will be
used to determine the direction of these steps. The combination of these information by the
programmed algorithm is enable to creation of the indoor localization function that will work
with an accuracy up to 30 cm.
Research question No. 2
Thresholding or Signal Magnitude Area, which method provides faster and more effective
detection of postures, steps and tumbles based on data from the accelerometer?
Hypothesis No. 2
The thresholding method detecting peaks in the signal. Signal Magnitude Area
characterizes the degree of change of human movement. After collecting data, it could be only
filtered – thresholding, or it could need another complicated mathematical operation - signal
magnitude area, to create posture detection function. The prototype should be quick and
effective, so if effectiveness of both methods are similar the authors decided to used
thresholding method, because it is quicker in processing by microcontroller.
Research question No. 3
Wireless Body Area Network or single module, which is more comfort and privacy
preservation for the solitary people?
10

Hypothesis No. 3
Wireless Body Area Network uses at least a few sensors. Single module needs only one
of it. In order to ensure privacy preservation, the comfort of movement and mental comfort,
characteristics of collecting and sending data must be sensitive to the solitary person.
Therefore, the prototype must be formed as a single module. For example, as a belt with heart
rate monitor, on which there will be other electronic parts including Wi-Fi module.
Research question No. 4
Pulse or circulation, which of vital functions can be monitored non-invasively to increase
the safety of monitored persons?
Hypothesis No. 4
Pulse of the monitored person could be measured cyclically and each time, when the
system detects abnormal or emergency behavior. It needs only heart rate monitor in form of
chest belt. Measured of circulation is more complicated. It needs specially sensor and could
not be measured cyclically in any second. At emergency situation it could be determining
factor.
Research question No. 5
Iterative or recursive, which of these algorithms ensures the effectiveness of classifying
behavior of normal, abnormal and emergency at the level of, at least, 90%?
Hypothesis No. 5
Based on observations of solitary people, for which the device will be dedicated was
concluded that the system should use recursive algorithm. Iterative algorithm is a loop which
checking that formed condition is fulfilled or not. Recursive algorithm is an algorithm which
divides one problem to the smaller problems. By this operation it is capable to predictions
many different situations, for example abnormal or emergency.

3.2 Main contribution
Main contributions of this master thesis are:
x posture, walking and tumble detection based on data from accelerometer,
x indoor localization based on data from the accelerometer, magnetometer and
PDR algorithm,
x heart rate monitoring,
x identification and classification abnormal and emergency behaviors,
x developed and validation prototype device ensuring comfort, privacy
preservation and wireless communication.
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4

Structure of the prototype

In order to fulfill all the main contributions of the project, it was necessary to choose the
appropriate components. The prototype, which was created by the authors is the combination
of elements of hardware based on the Arduino platform. All components were chosen in a way,
which guarantees small dimensions and comfort of use. Moreover, all functions and program
code has been written on the basis of gained knowledge, complemented by the necessary
analysis and research.

Fig. 1. Ideological scheme of the prototype

Hardware prototype is only a part of the whole project. Another one was the creation of a
program based on appropriate methods of calculation and analysis. The program was necessary
in order to ensure appropriate operation of established functions. Different solutions were
searched, but those which were considered to be the most appropriate to create the assumed
system on the basis of the survey were selected. Fig. 2 presents functions and methods of their
implementation mentioned above.
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Fig. 2 Diagram of possible and selected methods

4.1 Processing unit
The processing unit of whole system is WiDo WiFi WG1300 module. It is equipped with
microcontroller ATmega32u4 programmable with C++. This module is also equipped with
component that enables interfacing with the WiFi network. It supports 2.4GHz IEEE 802.11
b/g standard. Module has many inputs to connect peripheral devices like AltIMU-10 v4 module
[45].

Fig. 3 WiDo WiFi WG1300 module
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4.2 Methods of step and posture detection and selected device
The method using AltIMU-10 v4 module sensors differs significantly from the use
of Wireless Body Area Network (WBAN), as it uses sensors placed at one spot of the body. It
is worth mentioning that there are different sensors and the most common are: magnetometer,
altimeter, accelerometer, gyroscope and barometer. Of course detecting changes in postures
and detecting steps are also based on the interpretation of the changes in sensor values,
however, always uses the same sensors located in one place. Moreover, we can enumerate a
few advantages of AltIMU-10 v4 module like: less quantity of data, fast processing and
comfortable use of the module. Unfortunately, if user wants to extend the collection of
information, even when it comes to vital functions (e.g. detecting the heartbeat) additional
sensors are required. Nowadays, nothing stands in the way of this process, because modules
like AltIMU-10 v4, are compatible with most of the microcontrollers, and as a result, users can
easily expand designed system to similar sensors [30, 39].
Signal Magnitude Vector is average value of acceleration from collected data
of acceleration in each axis. This vector is calculated every few milliseconds, during the
program operation. The method for calculating the vector is presented by the equation (1):

(1)

where,
is the i-th sample of the x-axis signal (similarly for the
of the axis which the authors assume in thesis are presented on figure 4.

and

). Direction

Fig. 4 Assumed axis orientation

Based on the above mathematical equation, the conditions restricting more postures of the
monitored person were set, such as: movement, the posture of standing, sitting and lying
[14, 25].
Thresholding is the method which uses the magnitude, signal energy, and the standard
deviation of the acceleration, in order to determine whether the person wearing the device
is still moving or not. This method detects the movement of crossing the threshold value (e.g.
the transition to the over-threshold), until it is exceeded again (return to a value less than
a threshold) [34, 35]. Thresholding method as a input value use SVM factor as like as
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acceleration of each axis. It depends of detecting function. The authors decided to use this
method, because is accessible to apply it and is able to give them assumed results.

4.3 Methods of indoor localization
Pedestrian Dead Reckoning, PDR, is a method for relative navigation. By using this
method actual position of monitored person is known. PDR to calculate actual position uses
coordinates of the starting position and estimations of the shifts in the Cartesian coordinates.
It is estimation of directions of walking and steps length, so for the high effectiveness of this
method, it must be mounted in specified point on the device, which is used by monitored
person. Unfortunately, it must be programed individually, because different persons have
different step length and step model, so walking patterns are also different for them.

4.4 Methods of tumble detection
Method used to detect tumble is thresholding method. In this case as a input value are used
SVM factor and acceleration in all three axis. Important aspect of step detection function is
division of tumbles. Tumbles can be divided into several types, because of the directions of
their commencement and random factors, e.g. hand or knee flexion [YY, YA, YB]. It is worth
mentioned that different type of tumble is detected separately with used different combination
of inputs.

4.5 Methods of heart rate monitoring and selected device
Heart rate monitors, like pulsometer, method of operation is counting the values that occur
at certain time intervals. Then, they give the instantaneous value of the human heart rate,
on the basis of the counted value, which can be displayed as numbers on the screen
or as a graphic read [42].
In this master thesis authors decided to use wireless heart rate monitor Polar - heart rate
monitor Fig. 5.

Fig. 5 Polar – wireless human heart rate monitor

It consists of two parts: the belt assumed for the chest (transmitter) and receiver which
should be connected to microcontroller. It is a type of heart rate monitor, which provides
the user with the most accurate measurements due to its design. The sensor located on the chest
allows for direct measurement of the chest area [43].
The output of the mentioned receiver is a digital signal. High state appears on the output
receiver at the moment of impact detection. If microcontroller is supported by appropriate
program code, it will be able to calculate heart rate in assumed way [47].
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4.6 Method of behaviour analysis
Decision tree algorithm is the method that has been chosen to analyse the behavior.
Usually it is shown in the form of flowchart and is intended to solve the problem. This method
is not used directly for the analysis of human behavior, but its flexibility has allowed the
authors to match the pattern of behavior to the selected type of people. Moreover, the advantage
of the decision tree algorithm is a low load of memory and CPU. Another important aspect is
direct transfer of its own research involving observation of the elderly people to the established
pattern of behavior. Thanks to it, system does not need time to "learn itself" about behavior of
the monitored person.

4.7 Prototype of the system
Proposed system will be connected with previously mentioned parts: microcontroller
WiDo WiFi WG1300, AltIMU-10 v4 multi sensors module, Polar wireless heart rate monitor
and one skipped element which is battery LiPol Redox 1800mAh. These elements ware
connected according to the manufacturer instruction, which is presented on the figure 6.

Fig. 6 Prototype of the system mounted on one of the authors
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5

Implementation of the system

The system apart from monitoring device placed on chest of the monitored person, should
also be equipped with router and computer or laptop, which will receive date like a server.
System Requirements:
x operating system: Microsoft Windows, Linux or OS X;
x software: The Arduino 1.6.3 or newer and USR-TCP232-Test;
x libraries: WiDo, lsm303, Time-arduino, elapsedMillis-arduino;
x control Program: Wireless Assistance v.1.7.
The first step to start work with the Wireless Assistant program v. 1.7 is installing Arduino
software 1.6.3 or newer. Its latest version is available on the manufacturer's website [56]. Then
it is necessary to install libraries that provide support for peripheral devices and ensure
the correct operation of the program code. These libraries are:
x WiDo library - wireless supports for module WiDo [57],
x lsm303 library – supports for magnetometer and accelerometer [58],
x Time-Arduino library – supports for function of time [59],
x elapsedMillis-Arduino libraries – supports for function of time [60].

5.1 Installation of libraries
After downloading mentioned libraries user needs to add them in the Arduino software.
To do this, from the "Sketch" menu the user needs to select the command "Include Library"
and next the command "Add.ZIP Library ..." Fig. 7. The program will open a new dialog
window, in which user must select the path to the appropriate library Fig. 8. After a few seconds
library is ready for use. This is indicated by message: "Library added to your libraries" Fig. 9.
This action should be repeated for each library.

Fig. 7 Localization of command "Add.ZIP Library..."
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Fig. 8. Displaying window with the location file path

Fig. 9 Comment providing successfully adding of library

5.2 Configuration of wireless connection
In order to enable viewing data from wearable device it is necessary connect the computer
to the router [62] and launch on it the software USR-TCP232-Test [61]. In this case, the order
is very important because the software configures the internal settings associated with
the router automatically. After running the USR-TCP232-Test software you must copy the
18

IP address Fig. 10, which is set directly into the Wireless Assistance v.1.7 control program.
The next step is to set appropriate data on the router, which ensure the connection between
router and monitoring device. The place, where you need to enter name and password
of the network are visible at figure 11.

Fig. 10 Displaying the IP address in the USR-TCP232-Test software

Fig. 11 The place in program code to set IP address, router name and password
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5.3 Defining the maps of accommodation
The program is equipped with a simple map. Map allows to define a room with an area
of 49 meters - 7 x 7 m. It is defined by matrix of size 30 x 30 units. This means that one unit
has the dimensions of 0.25 cm. Dimensions of the monitored person’s room and furniture can
be define in the program, Fig. 12. In this version of Wireless Assistance it is possible to
determine the position of furniture such as a bed, 4 chairs and a toilet.

Fig. 12 Definition of furniture

To define a furniture, we should type its start and end point. It is important that the
furniture has a predetermined size, which cannot be changed without going into the code of
multiple functions. The arrangement of the furniture position is equally important. The only
options to choose are a vertical or horizontal orientation. This is the orientation relative to
introducing the map. If it is not necessary to use all the chairs, just as the coordinates of the
start and end write a zero. Defined map will be displayed in a simple visual way on Fig. 13,
through letters that are assigned to specific furniture.
x
x
x

Bed – B,
Chair – C,
Toilet – T.
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Fig. 13 Example map

If it is necessary can also be defined wall on the map. To do this, it must be write,
in the right place of matrix, type '|' or '_' instead of an empty field ' '.

5.4 Setting the starting point
Determine the starting point is very important for proper operation of the program.
Otherwise it will be impossible to find the monitored person on a predefined map. For this
purpose, in the tab "system_initialization" should be given the coordinates of the start X and
Y, all in accordance, with earlier assumptions. A good solution is to set the starting point
at the point of the door to the room or beside the chair. It is important that during system
initialization monitored person is physically in defined in the program place, and standing,
because this position was chosen as default. Current position on the map is marked with "X".

5.5 Configuration of date and time
In order to set the date and time user should visit a website which generates numerical
sequence, which is a record of current time in UNIX format [63]. On the website indicated in
sources select the correct time zone, set the current time increased by two minutes; it is
necessary because next steps before system run, can last up to two minutes, especially if you
do it for the first time; and confirm "to UNIX time" located in the menu "ISO 8601 formatted
date conversion". Website will reload and should return a variable called "Result", which needs
to be copied into variable T in the control program Fig. 14.
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Fig. 14 Localization of variable T in Arduino software

5.6 Uploading the program to the device
To upload the program to the device, the user needs to select chosen program in the
Arduino software 1.6.3 and press the button "Upload" Fig. 15 and after sending the
configuration press "Reset" on the plate. Then disconnect the USB interface and turn off the
Arduino software 1.6.3.

Fig. 15 Localization of “Upload” button in Arduino software

The last step is to run the server. In the console of USR-TCP232-Test, in the right part
of it, press button “Listening”.
22

6

Simulations and results

6.1 Preparing measurement data
The data were collected by using the program dedicated for Arduino platform, which was
provided by the manufacturer of the accelerometer. The data which we collected was
acceleration in all three axes, X, Y and Z. The SVM factor was determined on the basis of
those acceleration. This factor and other data from accelerometer should be filtered to be easier
to analyse.
WiDo WiFi WG1300 module is able to read a sequence of measurement with frequency
of 451,33 Hz. AltIMU-10 v4 accelerator module operating frequency is lower than operating
frequency of the microcontroller, this means that each value is repeated Fig. 16. Measurement
data that were analysed were collected during the posture defined as “sitting”.

Fig. 16 Graph with each repeated value in Z axis during sitting

To properly collect data, with lower load on the microcontroller, it was decided to reduce
the frequency of readings by adding delay in measurement algorithm. It was decided to collect
every fifth sample Fig. 17.
Reduction of reading frequency up to 90,24 Hz, limited the amount of data read by the
microcontroller by 80%. This caused more efficient analysis and further processing of data.
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Fig. 17 Graph with reduced values in Z axis during sitting

Despite appropriate sampling frequency, the data presented in the figure 18 are not suitable
for analysis patterns' changes in acceleration during different activities. First of all, signal has
to be filtered. In order to find characteristic frequencies, the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) was
performed and the results are presented on Fig.19. FFT was carried out in MATLAB / Simulink
using program code prepared by The MathWorks, Inc. [55].

Fig. 18 SVM factor during walking and standing in time domain
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Fig. 19 SVM factor during walking and standing in frequency domain

After a thorough analysis of the graph, it was found that, in order to maintain useful data
have to be filtered with low pass filter with a cutoff frequency equal to 2 Hz.
In order to verify that, measurement sample was filtered with Butterworth low pass filter
with a cutoff frequency 2 Hz in MATLAB, see Fig. 20 [64].

Fig. 20 Filtered SVM factor during walking and standing in time domain
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The next step was to design a filter in the Arduino software. The prototype of the system
should operate independently of other platforms, and data should be analysed online. Using
files from the manufacturer's website and other internet sources was possible to design
a suitable filter function, using available library designed for the Arduino platform. This library
allows to use several types of filters, but authors were decided to use the Butterworth filter.
Filtration function in the Arduino is based on the processing of readings from the sensors
in the order - the X-axis, Y-axis and Z-axis. An important parameter of signal processing
is the width of the filter window. Window’s width determines filtration speed and its quality.
Authors tried to find the shortest window’s width to reduce filtration time. Windows width
equal 25 samples gave appropriate result. Increasing width didn’t give smoothest curve.
Furthermore, application of filter function encounters a delay in the online reading. This delay
might be easily eliminated by waiting up to 5 seconds after system startup.
After added signal filtration authors were able to start collecting and analyzing date from
various activities.

6.2 Step detection
After appropriate preparation prototype of the system, the authors began to work on the
individual functions. The first created was step detection function. Research on it and other
functions were held in a test room, presented in the following figures.

Fig. 21 The test room a) photo b) model

The test room has dimensions of 7x7 meters and is located on the first floor. The authors
walked in the test room in different directions in order to collect measurements. In this way it
was checked if twisting of the trunk associated with change of direction gait affect the
appearance of the measurement data, that is accelerations in X-axis, Y-axis, Z-axis and SVM
factor. One of the collected data series is presented at the figure 21. The data set was collected
in three series of walking. Each of them was followed by short stop which is shown at the
figure in Y-axis acceleration and the SVM factor equal to about 1g. During the collection
presented a series of data authors made 51 steps.
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Fig. 22 Filtered signal by Butterworth filter

Creating a function to step detection, based on thresholding method began by analysing
of peaks that occur during walking. Peak, visible on the Y-axis of acceleration and the SVM
factor, arises during foot subsidence while taking step. Its values are different, but they
oscillating within certain limits. The second important aspect is the amount of input data that
were analysed in the detection steps. Analysing the figure 21 it can be concluded that the step
can be detected by analysing the acceleration in the Y-axis or the value of the SVM factor.
Acceleration of the X-axis and Z-axis are less significant during walking because they are
speeding in the horizontal axis. However, appropriate levels of acceleration for each axis based
on multiple data series was selected. The initial assumptions were also verified. Finally, the
function used to step detection analyses the value of the SVM factor, because it contains the
bigger amount of information. Moreover, the authors while designing the next functions which
was based on thresholding method used the same pattern of conduct and analysis.

6.3 Posture detection
First step in building posture detection function was to collect measurements during
activities such as: walking Fig. 23, standing Fig. 24, sitting Fig. 25and lying down Fig. 26.
Graphs of acceleration’s readings in X-axis, Y-axis and Z-axis as well as calculated, on the
basis of them, SVM factor for these activities are listed below:
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Fig. 23 Graph of walking

Fig. 24 Graph of standing
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Fig. 25 Graph of sitting

Fig. 26 Graph of lying down

As seen on presented figures it is hard to distinguish activity, especially if we start
analyzing SVM factor during standing or sitting.
Actual problem is how to distinguish postures. The idea is to classify posture as standing
or sitting but in indirect way. While standing posture the only changes, except sitting posture,
may be walking or tumble. However, while sitting, except coming back to a standing position,
it is possible only to tumble or lie. As a key to classify posture as standing or sitting is to
recognize two different activities: getting up and sitting down.
In order to implement recognition of the differences described above, the measurement
data were collected during activities: getting up and sitting down with the distinctive lean
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and with straight back Fig.27, leans forward and backward while sitting Fig. 28, or leans while
standing Fig. 29.

Fig. 27 Getting up and sitting down a) with distinctive lean b) with straight back

Fig. 29 Leans while sitting a) forward b) backward

Fig. 28 Leans while standing

In the Fig. 30 relation between getting up and sitting down was observed. Unfortunately,
the part of the graph, presenting the leans while standing also has similar characteristics,
especially in terms of the shape of the acceleration signal in the Y-axis. The analysis of graphs
of getting up and sitting down at a larger scale Fig. 31 revealed that getting up is a mirror
reflection of sitting.
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Fig. 30 Graph of getting up, sitting down and leaning

Fig. 31 Graph of single getting up and sitting down

To present differences between the getting up and sitting down in other scale we prepared
separate graphs for each of these activities. Fig. 32 shows getting up activity which was
performed 20 times.
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Fig. 32 Graph of getting up

Fig. 33 shows sitting down activity which was performed 18 times.

Fig. 33 Graph of sitting down

Based on the collected data, presented in graphs we created a detection functions of getting
up and sitting down based on thresholding method. Thanks to a thorough analysis of
waveforms in both activities, it was managed to split getting up from sitting down,
programming thanks to this two independent functions.
However, when volunteer leans in a standing posture, both functions were recorded as
standing up or sitting down. In order to eliminate this error, additional measurements were
carried out . The volunteer leans in a standing posture, deepening leans from 30 to 90 degrees
Fig. 34.
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Fig. 34 Graph of leaning

On the graphs analysed on an enlarged scale, it was concluded that a deep lean is similar
to getting up and sitting down in terms of waveform. By analysing the similarity of shapes
of signals at corresponding stages of getting up and sitting down it is able to update detection
functions of getting up and sitting down. In both of them the errors generated by leans are
eliminated.
The activities which may occur after detecting sitting posture are standing or lying down.
Lying posture is the last of passive postures, which control program should detect.
It was decided to collect measurements from lying down and standing up with the same
method as was used when working with tests on standing up and sitting down. The volunteer,
sitting on the bed, lay down on the left side Fig. 35, on the right side Fig. 36 and on his back
Fig. 37 repeating each of the activity 30 times, but figures present only 7 of 30 times.
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Fig. 35 Graph of lying down on the left side

Fig. 36 Graph of lying down on the right side
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Fig. 37 Graph of lying down on the back

In order to get a full picture of accelerations changes in each axis of accelerometer it was
decided to supplement the collected data on the graphs lying down and simulated “rolling”
in bed while you sleep. There were two different measurements. The first one took place while
lying down with gentle rotation of the body Fig. 38, whereas the second one while lying down
with rapid rolling and tilted trunk Fig. 39.

Fig. 38 Graph of lying down with gentle rotation of the body
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Fig. 39 Graph of lying down with rapid rolling and tilted trunk

Having analysed the data in terms of usability and the possibility of using these methods
to detect postures, it was considered that the thresholding method is used in the same way as
detection standing up and sitting down. It was decided to detect a moment of lying down and
getting to a sitting position.
After verifying the correctness of this function it is noted that the leans and rapid rolling
performed in the standing posture are detected as lying posture. Additional research
and development of function led to eliminate these erroneous reading.
Moreover, during final design of the function it was rebuilt and appropriate input data was
selected for each of the auxiliary functions. As a result, each of the auxiliary functions is based
on the input data, which gave the best results.

6.4 Indoor localization
The main task of this function is to track of the monitored person in the room, in which
he/she is located. Implementing it by the data from the magnetometer is necessary, by means
of which it will be possible to read the direction in which the monitored person moves. The
data about direction of movement supported by a step detection function will help to draw
the path of transition, which monitored person went.
LSM303D is a 3-axis magnetometer, which is built-in AltIMU-10 v4 module. It is
supported in the Arduino platform and provided through the library of the same name. This
library includes two programmes and one of them is the calibration program.
After calibration, as described [58] inflicted calibration values are entered in the second
program from the library. It is designed to display information about the direction in which
is faces the edge of the device. This information is variably named “Heading”, adopted
by the creators of the library markings are as follows: the direction of magnetic North
is designated as a value of 0 or 360 degrees. Then sequentially East is 90 degrees, South is 180
degrees, and West is 270 degrees. It should be noted that the value “Heading” is calculated
by a special formula [58] based on knowledge of the direction of magnetic North. Therefore,
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calibration of the magnetometer is very important issue because it uses the information stored
in the variable “Heading”.
To verify a successful calibration, it was decided collect the readings of the variable
“Heading”. To do this, magnetometer is set to point 0 degrees (magnetic North) and its position
is changed by 30 degrees, until it is resolved to the start position. Collected data are presented
in the table 1.
Table 1. Readings of “Heading” variable needed to verify successful calibration

Heading – 0 30
true value
Heading – 0 30
reading

60

90

120

150

180

210

240

270

300

330

360

68

97

127

151

166

188

210

235

272

320

360

Basing on the results it is noted that the indications are different from those which should
be read. Accordingly, the calibration was repeated ten times within 15 minutes, but each time
its result was similar. The difference in readings from successive calibrations of the same preset
angle was not greater than 2 degrees.
In view of the information presented in the table above, it was decided to carry
out mathematical calibration. On the basis of the collected measurement data it was decided
to perform an approximation of the function that describes dependence presented in table 2. It
is presented below how the graph of interpolation of the collected data looks, using commands
“pchip” and “spline” in MATLAB / Simulink Fig. 40.

Fig. 40 Graph of approximated points and interpolations

Next step was to conduct a mean square approximation from collected data. Its outcome
are four functions that describe the curve. Every functions are third degree polynomials.
The mean square approximation was divided to searching four separate functions,
describing the appropriate range, in order to minimize the mean square error. In addition, the
important information is that the function does not have high degree, because it ensures faster
calculation than in case with high degree function.
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After inputting the function to program code in Arduino software, another validation test
of function was carried out. Test results are presented in the table 2.
Table 2. Dependencies between angles read out by magnetometer, and real angles

Heading – 0 30
true value
Heading – 0 30
reading

60

90

120

150

180

210

240

270

300

330

360

62

93

120

147

182

209

241

268

302

330

360

After calibrating the magnetometer combination between angle reading function and step
detection function was possible.
The combined functions of step detection and reading the angle were complemented
by mathematical calculations in order to calculate the current position of the monitored person.
This item is described in Cartesian coordinates system.
To determine the position, step length is very important. It is possible to determine step
length based on data from the accelerometer, as the authors of [65] did, but in this master thesis
it was decided to establish a specific value of step length, which amounted 70 cm [66].
Mathematical calculations that are performed to determine the positions are:
• calculate the sine of angle,
•

calculate the cosine of the angle,

•

calculation of the movement in X-axis direction based on the cosine of angle,

•

calculation of the movement in Y-axis direction based on the sine of angle,

•

change current position relative to the X-axis and Y-axis.

With the most important parts of the program tracking of monitored person was tested.
It consisted of the transition in the North direction 6 steps, rotated faced to South and the
transition way back. The test was conducted six times. Graph one of the paths is presented at
figure 41.
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Fig. 41 Graph of the path without additional mechanism of correction the direction

It was noted that while moving in a straight line, going physically 4 meters, making 6 steps
system described transition path as a curve.
To solve the problem of failing tracking the readout of value of angle was analysed when
monitored person was walking in one direction. It is noted also that while walking, the
vibration of body and fact that the reading of value of angle is noted at the moment
of the detection step causes that the read of angle values revolve around accepted direction
of walk.
It is noted that readings during walking oscillate around a certain value. However, there
are no actual changes in direction in which it follows. Due to such data it was decided that the
selected direction of walking by monitored person should be supported in Arduino software to
reduce errors. The function of holding the direction works at the time when the difference angle
of the current and the previous step is not less than 6 degrees. The current direction is calculated
as weight function of the direction of the current and the previous step.
It was noted that on the graph, function of holding the angle is not enough to reduce error
to an acceptable level Fig 42.
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Fig. 42 Graph of the path with additional mechanism of correction the direction – holding the angle

Therefore, it was decided to provide the function of determining the direction an auxiliary
mechanism, which is to weigh the significance of small shifts, depending on the direction
movement. After implementing this mechanism graphs of traveled distance in Cartesian
coordinates system looked like at figures 43, 44, 45 and 46.

Fig. 43 Graph of the path with additional mechanisms of correction the direction - direction from North
to South
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Fig. 44 Graph of the path with additional mechanism of correction the direction – direction from East to
West

Fig. 45 Graph of the path with additional mechanism of correction the direction - direction from NorthWest to South-East
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Fig. 46 Graph of the path with additional mechanism of correction the direction - direction from SouthWest to North-East

The mechanism of weighing the significance of small shifts significantly improved
tracking while walking in the main directions, reducing initial error. The next step was to
perform test.
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6.5 Tumble detection
In order to develop function of tumble detection, tests on two young adult volunteers for
various types of tumbles were performed. They had performed 15 tumbles of any kind. The
first one was 180 cm tall and weighed 85 kg, while the second was 185 cm tall and weighed
65 kg. Those two young volunteers were chosen to avoid injury to an elderly people.
Development of the function of tumble detection was based on an analysis of previously
collected data, with the help of accelerometer. As in previous chapters, analysed the
acceleration in axis of X, Y, Z and SVM factor determined on their basis. The types of made
tumble during collecting data were as follows:

Fig. 47 Forward tumble

Fig. 48 Graph of forward tumble
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Fig. 49 Backward tumble

Fig. 50 Graph of backward tumble
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Fig. 51 Tumble to the left

Fig. 52 Graph of tumble to the left
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Fig. 53 Tumble to the right

Fig. 54 Graph of tumble to the right
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Fig. 55 Fainting with rotation to the left

Fig. 56 Graph of fainting with rotation to the left
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Fig. 57 Fainting with rotation to the right

Fig. 58 Graph of fainting with rotation to the right
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Fig. 59 Tumble with knees flexion

Fig. 60 Graph of tumble with knees flexion

Analysed types of tumbles, were selected on the basis of research conducted by [67, 68,
69]. Having analysed the graphs the authors noted that the conditioning of the tumble only on
the SVM factor is impossible despite the high value of its peaks. If the function would be
conditioned only by values of SVM factor, walking would be considered as tumbling.
Therefore, it was decided to conduct a thorough analysis of each type of tumble. Thanks to
this it was noted that dependence between the accelerations in X-axis, Y-axis, Z-axis and SVM
factor. On the basis of these analyses it, tumble detection function was built consisting of
auxiliary functions to detect each of its types. In addition, each auxiliary function is based on
a combination of at least two of the three accelerations and SVM factor. The function to detect
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the tumble must detect a peak in each of the input data. These built dependencies cause that
the tumble detection function is able to detect the tumble different than presented above.

6.6 Heart rate detection
Heart rate monitor in this master thesis was used as an assembly strip, which was mounted
other devices, but is primarily intended to support the function of monitoring patient's
condition. It is assumed that the pulse measurement is carried out in specific situations, such
as: unusual or emergency. Examples of such situations are: lack of reaction of the monitored
person at a defined time and tumble detection.
The device documentation presents, that the accuracy of detecting heart beats is +/- 1 hit
[47]. The test was conducted to verify this information, .
In order to verify proper operation of heart rate monitor, program code on the product
website was available. This program code should allow to observe beats per console of
dedicated software Fig. 61. This is indicated by inscription “BEAT No.X”, where 'X' is further
heartbeats.

Fig. 61 Program code of heart rate detection and visualization console

To verify whether heartbeats are detected properly, heart rate monitor was mounted on the
volunteer and loaded a program from the figure 60. The correctness of detecting heartbeats
was verified by listening heart beats thanks to stethoscope, which was handled by a medical
service person, trained also in terms of the software application and the specified program.
The test lasted 5 minutes. During that period there were counted heartbeats detected by
sensor and by using a stethoscope.
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The result of measurements and calculated errors by formula:
(2)

where,
is value absolute error,
is measured value.

is real value or average real value of the series,

(3)

where, is relative error,
is absolute error and
of the series are presented in table 3.

is real value or average real value

Table 3. Results of test of checking correctness of heart rate detection function

Results

Beats detected
by stethoscope
305

Beats detected
by pulsometer
301

Absolute error

Relative error

4

1,3

Results elaborated on the table 1 clearly present that the error which was declared
by the producer is real.
The program code, which was made available by the producer, served as a basis to develop
a program with a function having heartbeat detection and count them in time, determining
the value of pulse [54].
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6.7 Comparison function
The application of the decision tree algorithm allowed the authors to create a stepwise
method for classification of behavior. Inability of algorithm to learn itself prevailed that all
input data and the possibilities were known and introduced directly to the algorithm before the
first start of the system. Therefore, the authors conducted a few days’ analysis of the behavior
of the elderly people. It was necessary to create a pattern of behavior and decision tree
algorithm.
Pattern of behavior takes information such as:
• time of the day,
• performing behavior,
• place of performing behavior,
• duration of the performing behavior.
Based on the analysis it was concluded that the normal state is, for example, to sit in the
parlor armchair in the morning by 3h without interrupting this activity. If that activity exceeds
the specified time, it means that you should be interested in this situation. Therefore, are
detailed two states of behavior:
• abnormal behavior – behavior, which is beyond a timing diagram of normal
behavior, but does not exceed the value of emergency behavior. When system
detects such situation, caregiver is informed about it, with suggesting: “It would
be good to visit a monitored person.”
• emergency behavior – behavior, which is beyond a timing diagram of abnormal
behavior and tumble detection. The system in this situation, informs that the
monitored person needs help.
Normal behavior, which is identified by specified time frame is not directly a part of the
algorithm used to analyse behavior. They are a kind of by-product, from which information
about the activity of the monitored person is abstracted and present in the form of messages.
Behavioral pattern was used to create a decision tree algorithm, which verifies whether
the input data are compatible with the pattern or not. Functions that introduce the input data
are:
• data and time function,
• localization function,
• posture detection function,
• duration of performing behavior function.
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The idea of the working function is presented by block diagram on Fig. 62.

Fig. 62 Diagram of working function

In each cycle of the working function, time, place, where the monitored person is, activity
which he/she is doing and duration of this activity are checked. At the end of the function there
is repeated question whether the input conditions have not changed. If not, the function
determines the duration of this data conditions. At the time of occuring abnormal or emergency
situation, in terms of the excessive duration of activity, function is ommited and the appropriate
message is shown. Similarly, at the time when activity is interrupted.
Separate part is to inform about the tumble. Tumble detection function has a higher
priority, so when it occurs function causes the display the information about it, with the time
and place in which it occurred.
The way in which function was built means that its effectiveness depends only on the
effectiveness of the functions that are taken input data. Same mechanism operates on a basis
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of a comparison of mathematical formulas, where the correct execution of these activities is
equal to 100%.

7

Analysis of the results

7.1 Step detection
The test lasted for 60 minutes, and its effects are presents at figure 63. The bright, blue
points, presented at the figure, are steps which was detected.

Fig. 63 Steps detected

It is worth mentioning that these results are the effect of more than ten repetition test
described above. It was repeated, due to defining the effectiveness of the program, and also
due to the calibration of function and parameters of the prototype. Results obtained in these
tests are presented in table 4 and contain the real number of steps, and this is detected by using
the step detection function:
Table 4. Real number of step, detected step, absolute and relative error

Real number of steps
Step detected by
function
Absolute error
Relative error

Test 1

Test 2

Test 3

Test 4

Test 5

Test 6

Total

200

250

300

200

250

300

1500

196

247

298

202

245

297

1481

4
2,0

3
1,2

2
0,7

2
1,0

5
2,0

3
1,0

19
1,3

Relative error calculated on the basis of these results was 1,3 %.
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7.2 Posture detection
In order to validate the function determining postures, test that consisted of multiple
changes of postures was conducted. During the test, additional distortion was introduced - leans
while standing and sitting postures. Type of disruption is random, and frequency of its
incidence was in one of eight changes in postures. Postures were changed according to the
scheme which was repeated 200 times. The results are presented in table 5.
Table 5. Values of absolute and relative errors in posture detection function

Testes posture

Sat down

Lay down
from sitting

Sat from
laying

Stood up

195

-

-

3

Lay down from sitting

-

196

1

1

Sat from laying

-

2

197

-

Stood up

3

-

-

194

Non detection

2

2

2

2

Absolute Error

5

4

3

6

2,5

2,0

1,5

3,0

Detected posture
Sat down

Relative error [%]

As part of posture detection function its overall detection of change of the postures reached
accuracy equal 97,75 %. This result can be improved by conducting more detailed research
and analysis of changes in acceleration during changing postures on the graphs.
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7.3 Indoor localization
Tests of function took place in test room and consisted of multiple strolls on specified
path. The monitored person walked on the three established paths Fig. 64, 66 and 68. Each
path was walked six times during the test, three times from start to finish, and three times back.
However, it was done in strict sequence, first time going through all three paths, then repeating
transition after the second and third time.

Fig. 64 Path No. 1 coves: 9 steps, turn 90º, 5 steps, turn 90º,
6 steps, turn 180º and return

At the Fig. 64 and 65 there are ways which were went by monitored person and the ways
which have been registered by the prototype. The fact that path of Fig. 64 and Fig. 65 are mirror
images results from the interpretation of the variables by MATLAB.

Fig. 65 Graph of path No. 1 - 9 steps, turn 90º, 5 steps, turn 90º, 6 steps, turn 180º and return
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The table below presents how the measurement errors looked. The maximum error is the
distance between the registered endpoint and real endpoint of the sub-path, where sub-path is
piece of walking path in one direction eg. first 9 step, look Fig. 65.
Error were measured according to (2) and (3). Variance and standard deviation were
calculated based on (4) and (5).
Variance is the expectation of the squared deviation of a variable from its mean [70].
During thesis authors calculated variance element, according to:
࣌  ሺ  ሻ ൌ ሺ ࢞  െ ࢞  ሻ 
(4)

where, ߪ ଶ ሺሻ is variance, ࢞ is one element of measured series, ࢞ is mean value of series.
Standard deviation (Std dev) is square root of variance and is calculated according to
formula below [71]:


ͳ
ߪ ൌ  ඩ  ߪଶ
݅
ଵ

(5)

where, ߪ is standard deviation and ߪ ଶ ሺሻ is variance.
Table 6. A - Path No. 1 - Values of absolute errors in indoor localization function

Sub-path [m]
Errors [m]

6,3

3,5

4,2

4,2

3,5

6,3

Average

Max absolute error

0,28

0,32

0,38

0,38

0,37

0,28

0,335

Average absolute err

0,12

0,15

0,31

0,33

0,33

0,19

0,238

Table 7. B - Path No. 1 - Values of variance and standard deviation in indoor localization function

Sub-path [m]

6,3

3,5

4,2

4,2

3,5

6,3

Std dev

Max variance

0,0030

0,0002

0,0020

0,0020

0,0012

0,0030

0,0439

Avr variance

0,0140

0,0078

0,0051

0,0084

0,0084

0,0023

0,0876

Errors

Table 8. C - Path No. 1 - Values of relative errors in indoor localization function

Sub-path [m]
Errors [%]

6,3

3,5

4,2

4,2

3,5

6,3

Average

Max relative error

4,50

9,00

8,90

8,40

10,50

4,60

7,60

Average relative err

1,90

4,50

7,50

8,00

9,50

3,00

5,70
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Fig. 66 Path No. 2 covers: Paths 1 rotated about -90º,
considering that in the Cartesian coordinate system

Fig. 67 Graph of path No. 2 - Paths 1 rotated about -90 degrees, considering that in the Cartesian
coordinate system
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The table below presents measurement errors for the next of the tested paths.
Table 9. A - Path No. 2 - Values of absolute errors in indoor localization function

Sub-path [m]
Errors [m]

6,3

3,5

4,2

4,2

3,5

6,3

Average

Max absolute error

0,19

0,26

0,27

0,44

0,44

0,33

0,322

Average absolute err

0,16

0,19

0,26

0,38

0,38

0,24

0,268

Table 10. B - Path No. 2 - Values of variance and standard deviation in indoor localization function

Sub-path [m]

6,3

3,5

4,2

4,2

3,5

6,3

Std dev

Max variance

0,0173

0,0038

0,0027

0,0140

0,0140

0,0001

0,0930

Avr variance

0,0117

0,0061

0,0001

0,0125

0,0125

0,0008

0,0853

Errors

Table 11. C - Path No. 2 - Values of relative errors in indoor localization function

Sub-path [m]
Errors [%]

6,3

3,5

4,2

4,2

3,5

6,3

Average

Max relative error

3,0

7,40

6,30

8,30

12,6

5,30

7,50

Average relative err

2,60

5,40

6,20

9,00

10,9

3,90

6,30

Fig. 68 Path No. 3 covers: 7 steps, turn 45º, 3 steps, turn 90º,
5 steps, turn 90º, 5 steps, turn 60º, 5 steps, turn 180º and
return
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Fig. 69 Graph of path No. 3 - 7 steps, turn 45º, 3 steps, turn 90º, 5 steps, turn 90º, 5 steps, turn 60º, 5
steps, turn 180º and return
Table 12. A - Path No. 3 - Values of absolute errors in indoor localization function
Sub-path [m]
Errors [m]

4,9

2,1

3,5

3,5

3,5

3,5

3,5

3,5

2,1

4,9

Avr

Max absolute
Avr absolute

0,68
0,50

0,69
0,49

0,74
0,55

0,72
0,48

0,88
0,58

0,85
0,60

0,84
0,58

0,79
0,60

0,80
0,57

0,45
0,37

0,744
0,532

Table 13. B - Path No. 3 - Values of variance and standard deviation in indoor localization function
4,9

Std
dev

0,0031

0,0864

0,1176

0,0014

0,0262

0,0688

4,9

Avr

9,30
7,50

23,20
16,90

Sub-path [m]
Errors

4,9

2,1

3,5

3,5

3,5

3,5

3,5

3,5

2,1

Max variance

0,0041

0,0029

0,0000

0,0006

0,0185

0,0112

0,0092

0,0021

Avr variance

0,0010

0,0018

0,0003

0,0027

0,0023

0,0046

0,0023

0,0046

Table 14. C - Path No. 3 - Values of relative errors in indoor localization function
Sub-path [m]
Errors [%]

4,9

2,1

3,5

3,5

3,5

3,5

3,5

3,5

2,1

Max relative

14,00
10,20

32,30
23,80

21,10
15,70

20,70
16,80

25,20
16,80

24,50
16,90

24,00
16,70

22,60
17,3

37,60
27,30

Avr relative

After analyzing Fig. 65, 67 and 69 and tables with measurement errors it was noted that
the largest errors occur when the monitored person moves diagonally relative to the Cartesian
system. These errors are results from the way in which the magnetometer sets directions. The
problem of high value of Std dev could be short measured series.
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Table 15. Values of total errors calculated based on all path tested by indoor localization function

Avr absolute error

Avr standard dev.

Avr relative error

0,33 [m]

0,0806

9,6 [%]

Value

Due to the low quality of used magnetometer, there were situations when it was out of
calibration. The other ways and calibration methods do not result in its proper operation.
Ultimately, for the system consisting of the presented components, the obtained results are
final.

7.4 Tumble detection
Test of the tumble detection function has been carried out by performing an 8 series by
50 tumbles of each. The tumbles, which were performed were compatible with the earlier
description. However, one of the series are the random tumbles.
Table 16. Results of test of tumble detection function
Testes tumble

Forward

Backward

To the
left

To the
right

Fainting
left

Fainting
right

Knees
flexion

Random

49

-

-

-

-

-

-

7/7

Backward

-

49

-

-

-

-

-

7/8

To the left

-

-

48

-

-

-

-

7/8

To the right

-

-

-

49

-

-

-

5/5

Fainting left

-

-

-

-

50

-

-

6/6

Fainting right

-

-

-

-

-

49

-

7/8

Knees flexion

-

-

-

-

-

-

48

8/8

Non detection

1

1

2

1

-

1

2

3

Absolute Error

1

1

2

1

0

1

2

3

2,0

2,0

4,0

2,0

0,0

2,0

4,0

6,0

Detected tumble

Forward

Relative error [%]

As presented in the table 10, the system has a high detection rates of tumbles, with an
indication of their kind. System accuracy was equal 97.25%.
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7.5 Heart rate detection
The function uses method of counting heartbeats in time is written in such way,
that the program within specified time count detected heartbeats. Three different time frames
were tested in order to verify which is the most accurate. In order to verify the function, medical
professional heart rate monitor is used, which is matched against the appropriate readings. The
volunteer was lying on the bed and the test for three different measurements. The results are
presented in the table 11.
Table 17. Results and errors in test of heart rate detection function

Time = 20 sec

Time = 30 sec

Time = 40 sec

Avr, measured by pulsometer

57,47

59,1

54,65

Avr measured by medical dev.

60

58,49

54,06

Absolute Error

2,53

0,61

0,59

Relative error [%]

4,4

1,0

1,1

Checking the accuracy was started from measuring time equal to 20, then 30 and finally
40 seconds.
Analysing collected measurements, it was decided to set period time of 30 seconds. It is
enough to ensure a satisfactory result. Increasing the measurement time could prove adverse
to the patient at the time of emergency situation.
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7.6 Comparison function
As mentioned in chapter 6.7 function analyses only the input data received from other
functions. These are logical operations and mathematical statements, so the function must
operate without errors. Despite this fact, the authors decided to test how the comparison
function will correspond to the information received from the system, taking into account the
accuracy of each function. These functions are: posture detection function, step detection
function, tumble detection function and indoor localization function. This is the test to check
the efficiency of the entire system.
The first way to determine the effectiveness of the system was to carry out the relevant
calculations. If each of these functions will be considered, as a measuring device, it can define
by a specific measuring accuracy. Table 12 contains the compiled results regarding the
accuracy of each function.
Table 18. Final results of accuracies of all functions

Function
Accuracy [%]

Posture
detection

Step detection

Tumble
detection

Indoor
localization

97,75

98,70

97,25

90,45

Considering above fact, the theoretical accuracy of the system can be calculated. The
product of accuracy subsystems gives the result equal to 84,87%. As it can be seen at least
precise subsystem is indoor localization. Unfortunately, imperfection of components on which
the prototype was based introduced too much inaccurate results. The omission of subsystem
indoor localization allowed to obtain an efficacy equal to 93.8%.
Another way to verify the accuracy of the system was simulation. It has been carried on
the Arduino platform in the form of an appropriate program. The task of the program was a
simulation of the behavior of the monitored person. Simulated monitored person changes
positions, posture, and tumbles oneself. Pseudorandom mechanism was responsible for
everything that takes into account also that at the time of a single step, usually another step
arises or that after getting up monitored person cannot get up again. The simulation does not
run in real time, but presents 48 hours of monitoring. The result obtained from the simulation
was 87.55% accurate.
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8

Conclusion and future work

8.1 Conclusion
The part of posture detection function its overall detection to change the postures reached
97.75%. This result can be improved by further and more detailed research and analysis of
changes in acceleration during a change postures on the graphs.
Test in step detection function was repeated more than ten times to define the effectiveness
of the program and also to calibrate the function and parameters of the prototype. Relative error
calculated on the basis of these results was 1,3 %.
By analysing collected measurements in heart rate detection function, it was decided, that
in this master thesis, a method for counting the heartbeats in a specified period of time equal
30 seconds will be used. It is short enough to ensure satisfactory result. Increasing
measurement time could prove adverse to the patient at time of emergency situation.
In indoor localization part after another calibration and repeating the process
of approximation of the function describing the collected data, of indoor localization the
function began to work properly. However, it was noted that this was a temporary effect,
because unknown factors caused that magnetometer could be out of range again. Probably, it
may be affected by changing weather, pressure, or a quantity of electrical equipment nearby.
The problem that results from some hardware imperfections, or perhaps even its very high
sensitivity to different magnetic forces caused that the usefulness of this magnetometer as
indicated by the authors does not achieve the intended purpose. The calibration, which could
be done at certain intervals cannot take place automatically. The monitored person will have
to stop activities that they are performing and stand on a specially prepared board. This board
would have selected angular ranges, necessary for the conduct of approximation and would
help with calibration of the device. However, that solution cannot be adopted, due to the main
assumptions of this master thesis.
In tumble detection function, accuracy was equal to 97,25%. It was noted that very rapid
rolling may cause an increase in the value of the error. However, due to the purpose of the
system that behavior should not occur.
The correctness of comparison function during a simulated test was 87,55%. This result
could have been better if it was possible to correct accuracy of indoor localization function.
However, as a prototype of the device, using inexpensive components and operation of the
platform, designed for amateurs, the resulting accuracy is satisfactory.

8.2 Future work
This system was designed to improve safety and response time in the event
of an emergency situation of elderly person living alone. Originally, it is mainly dedicated
to indoor localization, but its effects can also be extended to outdoor location. There are many
different ways to accomplish this function without disrupting the current operation
of the system, like the use of the module Global Positioning System (GPS).
Another aspect that can improve the system designed in this work is using another method
to communicate with the supervisor. Currently, WiFi technology was used, because
it was sufficient enough and inexpensive. However, if the system was extended to the outdoor
localization, a much better idea would be to use greater range technology or other means
of transferring information e.g. GPRS technology and SMS.
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The next element of the system operation improvement may be a module with real time
clock. It is a component having a separate power supply, used to read time in the form of hours,
minutes and seconds and date in the form of day, month and year. The advantage of this module
is refreshing rate and the ability to sustain data which means that the date and time are just set
only during system initialization.
Another element in the development of the system may be to transfer the necessary
calculations performed by the program on the microcontroller to a specially dedicated software
on a computer. Namely, the control program of the microcontroller would gain more free
memory, making it operate more efficiently and would collect much more data.
Furthermore, the system could be improved in many other ways. Even by its minimization,
the use of other sensors, or changes in the power supply. There are a few possibilities,
but in its current form all the system objectives are fulfilled.
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